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“Economists should get to know their journalists.” These words were 
uttered by an economics reporter in a time when “toxic assets” and “great 
recession” were yet to materialize in the public imagination (Solman 
2004). Louis Uchitelle agrees with the maxim and believes that mutual 

-
mists as scientists” and lack “a constant awareness that economics involves 

for us a binary between economics seen as science and as such unques-

and political. His expectation is that reporting should become more of the 
latter than the former and guide us through the hard policy choices ahead. 

the recession is gradually pushing mainstream journalism toward that 
awareness.”

The politics of economics is a subject that is dear to this congregation 
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1. David Warsh laments the replacement of journalists by economists in writing the New York 
Times  
.com/issues/2005.11.20/175.html. Accessed 13 August 2010.

that he has not abandoned his faculty position or duties.

there is a multipage menu of alternative accounts on the interface of poli-
tics and economics. Journalism that is informed by such literatures would 

and limits of his intended economics as political narrative.
As a reporter at the New York Times  is well placed to observe 

the trends in the newspaper industry. There is undoubtedly excitement and 
-

of economics and asking how knowledge is produced and circulated. 
Although we see superb stories about regulation and the plight of workers 

to economics. John Cassidy (2010) at the New Yorker has come closest to 

-
fession. He thus takes sides on a (provincial) professional debate and does 

economics journalism calls for a renewal in personnel. My objection is 
that a cash-drained industry lacks the resources for such an overhaul. The 
crisis of print journalism today is of a magnitude more formidable than 
that faced by other businesses. Print journalism faces competition for 

There are new entrants to economics writing: economists are replacing 
1

unlikely this new staff will lead an editorial takeover. I know of no econo-
mist who has abandoned a faculty post or a company job for a full-time 
media career. It is media tourism.2 

My brief objections on the possibilities of a new economics journalism 
-
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Institutional Investor (from 1967) 
may have been more successful. I thank David Warsh for this insight.

crises. The generalist business magazines were all fathered in the booming twenties: Busi-
ness Week Fortune Forbes as early as 1917.

ing economics reporters: to play cheerleader or to be a grumpy skeptic. 
I will argue that what Mr. Uchitelle sees from the perspective of the prac-

characterizing economics journalism at least since 1970. The binary 
emerges from the ambiguous institutional status of economics writing in 
business and generalist media.

Sitting between the National  
and the Science Desk

The late 1970s was a period of wealth and expansion for business writing 
Money being the most success-

3 Increased coverage of the economy tracked 

optimistically the furor over Wall Street investment siphoning the savings 
Business Week was well 

Forbes was not far 
For-

tune in 1978 went from a monthly to a biweekly.4 

most remarkable transformation took place. The great metropolitan 
newspapers witnessed the ascent of the Wall Street Journal as it became 

coverage. The Chicago Tribune had increases in page coverage of busi-
New York Times

Boston Globe also increased its coverage in 1980. 
Expanded reporting of economic controversies and knowledge produc-

-
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5. See Silk 1972. His suspicion had faded by 1977 (Silk 1977).  A more recent complaint 

false certainties.

voice of political reporting. This coincided with the canonization of Wood-
New York Times there was 

one other alternative: to imagine economics as a science and to follow the 
model of science reporting. The Times -

accolades and editorial autonomy 
1992). Inhabiting a newsroom where there were two viable and respected 

-
nomics writers at the Times were faced with the choice Louis Uchitelle 
has outlined for us.

to accusations of misleading the press on the health of the American econ-
omy and the federal budget. Journalists had found the administration to 
be hiding escalating military expenses in the Vietnam War and dire eco-
nomic prospects as a consequence. Economists were then implicated as 
servants of presidential power. The judgment of reporters was split: the 

the not-so-friendly reporter suspected economists of volunteering to do 
the misleading and the lying. The record shows us that getting behind the 

-
nomics.5 These are stories written to compete for the national section of 
metropolitan newspapers. They are written following the practices of 

Fractals in Journalism

The binary of “economics as politics” and “economics as science” is a 

as the foundational element in a description of economics writing: within 
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7. The concept of fractals is promising for the social history of academic disciplines and 

French EHESS.
8. The distinction may be in danger for the case of Business Week

-

Andrew D. Abbott in his Chaos of Disciplines (2001) has argued that 
disciplines have a fractal structure.6

few. The same is true for economics writing.7 At the New York Times one 

reporting on science.
Were we to abstract from such internal distinctions and compare eco-

nomics stories published in the Times (joined by other metropolitan news-

The pattern emerging resembles a fractal because the politics/science 
binary exists not only within publications (such as the Times) and between 
newspapers and magazines but also in comparison across magazines (or 
newspapers). At this middle scale we might compare Fortune Business 
Week Bloomberg Markets. While Fortune was conceived to narrate 

Busi-
ness Week
the strongest contrast between the older-generation magazines and the 

8

data) have always been “news” since the emergence of the trade papers in 

TV station have been added.9 Business Week has been 
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10. It offers a much stronger brand of cheerleading. One economist in 1996 claimed that if life 

providing real-time tracking and commentary on the movements of the 
markets and their threatening regulators. Here there is no place for insinu-
ations of politically tainted knowledge.10

The binary of economics-as-politics or economics-as-science ener-
gizes journalists in their debates within publications and in competition 

My insight here is tentative. The answer lies in the context of contempo-

of C. P. Snow and his lecture on the “two cultures.” Snow (1960) noted a 
growing estrangement in Western academia between the culture of schol-
ars from the humanities and those from the sciences. The divergence (and 

for the natural sciences and its “science wars.” Humanists value narra-

of economics-as-politics pays tribute to those values. Writers by training 

 our polity and public conversa-
tion. Science draped in objectivity and neutrality promises to overcome 
the balancing of interests and ideologies that has long framed American 

-
ent time is asking journalists for more economics-as-science and less 
economics-as-politics. 

The distinction that Louis Uchitelle outlined for us is real and true. My 
comment argues that the binary economics-as-politics and economics-
as-science has been the pattern of economics writing since the 1970s. 

conviction that the vitality of economics writing lies in its fractal struc-

and matches our changing polity.
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